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Designed and Manufactured

in the UK by Custom Design

At Custom Design our philosophy is to achieve business through product and service success, with a
responsible attitude for environmental friendly practices to every product we design and manufacture. It is
an integral part of our company’s values and the main reason for our success over the past 25 years.
All of our hardwood designs are manufactured from fully licensed professionally managed forests. Thanks
to sustained yield forest management more hardwoods have been grown than harvested over the

past 30 years. Custom Design’s cardboard packaging is 100% recyclable and manufactured
from at least 76% recycled material.
Our customer’s perceptions and requirements have changed, design needs to be innovative and relevant.
The Milan furniture ranges have been designed with acoustic performance enhanced by our philosophy of
attention to detail without compromise.

Milan Cyrus Hi - Fi 4 Walnut / Black

The Milan Hi-Fi furniture ranges are manufactured from solid Ash, Oak and Walnut
hardwoods. Available in 2 widths, Milan Cyrus are 410mm wide, the Milan Hi-Fi
and Milan Reference 10 ranges are 570mm wide. The modular design enables the

Milan Hi - Fi 3 Cherry / Black

addition of extra shelving as or when your hi-fi system matures and expands.
The 6mm and 10mm glass shelves are 400mm deep, manufactured to
EN 12105-2 and available in Clear or Black finish.
The Milan Acoustic Range set the highest standards without compromise.
The Acoustic design includes iRAPs (Isolation Resonance Absorption Platforms)

Milan Add On Shelf

for each individual shelf.
The constrained layer dampening system combined with the solid hardwood supports
eliminates natural frequencies occurring throughout the support.
Resulting improvements are accuracy and precise timing, expansion of the dynamic
range, more focused stereo imaging, with a clarity and inky blackness to the bass.

Milan Ref 10 Hi - Fi 4 Black / Clear
The New Milan Reference 10 Hi-Fi Furniture Range have been a result of our
customers requests, with the 25 years experience and knowledge the details
added to enhance the range acoustically to the highest standards without
compromise. The hardwood and glass shelves can support 50kg per shelf and
with standard spacing of 150mm, a 200mm shelf spacing are optional extra,
the Milan Reference 10 Range provides flexibility. Please visit our website

Milan Ref 10 Hi - Fi 3 Acoustic Oak / Clear

Colour swatch page for more information on finishes and dimensions.

www.customdesign.co.uk
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The Milan Audio Visual Furniture Range have been
introduced by Custom Design to compliment the homes of
our customers. Perceptions of Audio Visual furniture have
changed, design is ever more important, contemporary
more than accessory, even more important than
performance in some cases. The Milan AV Furniture
Range have been enhance acoustically to the highest
standards without compromise. The combination of the
rigid 10mm and 6mm glass shelving with Solid Oak,
Walnut or Ash hardwoods results in the perfect solution
for presenting LCD or Plasma TV screens.

Milan LCD Corner 3 Black / Clear / Cable Tidy

The Milan LCD Range are available in 2 formats, the LCD or LCD
Corner with 2 or 3 shelf options. Standard spacing of 155mm,
a 200mm shelf spacing are available as an optional extra. The
glass shelves are manufactured to EN 12105-2, 400mm deep and
available in 6mm Clear or Black finish. The LCD range are 770mm
wide and the LCD Corner 800mm wide designed to support 25kg
without compromise.

The Milam Plasma furniture range are designed with 10mm and

Milan LCD 3 Cherry / Black

6mm, fully toughened glass shelves available in Clear or Black finish,
which can support 50kg and 20kg per shelf. Available in 2 or 3
shelf options, standard spacing of
155mm with a 200mm shelf spacing
optional extra. Overall width of
1015mm means the Milan Plasma
range can present double width
equipment and the XS Plasma
range provides the extra integrity
for the heavier audio visual equipment.

Milan Plasma 3 Oak / Clear
Milan Reference 10 Plasma Range
provides total rigidity and integrity
with modern contemporary design.
Aesthetics are very important which is
why the Milan Audio Visual range
are available in Natural, Oak, Cherry, Mahogany,
Walnut or Black finishes. The Milan Reference 10
Plasma range are supplied as standard with
10mm EN 12105-2 glass shelves in Clear or
Black finish options. Standard spacing are 150mm,
with a 200mm spacing optional extra.
Dimensions of 480(h) x 1015(w) x 410(d)
enable the presentation of double width equipment,
with isolation built into the design.

Milan Ref 10 Plasma 3 Black / Black
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The experience, skill and flexibility of our workforce provide the most
comprehensive range of Hi-Fi supports. The multi award winning Icon Signature
Hi-Fi Range are a direct result of the working relationship between Custom
Design and their customers, please read High End Racks on the review page of
our website.
The hardwood support legs are manufactured from fully licensed, professionally
managed forests. Thanks to techniques of sustained yield forest management
more hardwoods have been grown than harvested in the last 30 years.

Icon Signature 500 Hi - Fi 4 Cherry / Black

A resolute search for the ideal support system providing sound quality,
flexibility and aesthetic appeal resulted in the Icon Signature Acoustic
750 Hi-Fi Range. Finishes include Natural, Oak, Cherry, Mahogany
and Black with complimenting colour coordinating top and base steel
crossbars. The 560 x 370 x 6mm glass shelves are manufactured to
EN 12105-2 and available in Clear or Black finish, internal shelves are
adjustable, additional shelves are an optional extra.

Icon Signature 750 Hi - Fi 4 Oak / Clear

Available in 2 height options 500 and 750mm Icon Signature Acoustic Hi-Fi Range
have been designed to prevent and eliminate natural frequencies occurring and
transmitting through the support system. This is achieved by integrating different
materials in proportion, solid hardwood, combined with steel crossbars, toughened
glass shelves and iRAP’s (Isolation, Resonance, Absorbing, Platforms). The enhanced
performance improves timing and stereo imaging, increased dynamic range with a
transparency and inky blackness to the bass.

Icon Signature 750 Hi - Fi 4 Acoustic Black / Black

The philosophy of Custom Design is to question and
challenge ideas. With a continuous approach to
specialist and innovative furniture, Custom Design
introduced the Icon Signature Plasma Range. With
similar acoustic properties the Icon Signature
Plasma range provides total rigidity, flexibility and the
performance our customers demand from Audio Visual
furniture. The hardwood supports are 500mm high,
overall dimensions are 1080mm wide and with 3 glass
shelves 975 x 370 x 6mm enables the presentation of
double width equipment.

www.customdesign.co.uk

Icon Signature Plasma 3 Oak / Black
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At Custom Design we design and manufacture in the UK. We offer products
that our customers value and believe the most successful companies are
those who forge strong relationships with their customers.
Designed by Flip the New Tokyo Range is an opportunity to create a difference
with true aesthetic appeal. Expanding the Custom Design modular portfolio, the
Tokyo Hi-Fi Range provides flexibility with practicality for our design conscious
customers.
The Tokyo Hi-Fi range are available in several finishes including White, Zanzibar
and Walnut with standard spacing of 150mm, a 250mm spacing are an
optional extra. Complimented by 6mm Clear or Black glass shelves 580mm
x 400mm and manufactured to EN 12105-2, the Tokyo range provide a
practical, contemporary solution for presenting specialist hi-fi equipment.

Tokyo Hi - Fi 3 Walnut / Clear

Add On Shelf White / Black

Tokyo Hi - Fi 4 Zanzeebar / Black

Tokyo Corner LCD 2 Walnut / Clear

An integral part of our company’s success over the past 25 years
is to create innovative Audio Visual furniture. For people’s
expectations to be met and exceeded it is essential that quality
and service be of the highest standard. The Tokyo LCD ranges are
available in 2 shelf (400mm high) or 3 shelf (460mm high) options.
Designed to utilise corner space to the maximum with overall
dimensions 920mm x 400mm , the 8mm top glass shelf are designed
to support 40kg without compromise, the Tokyo LCD range are
a perfect solution for presenting LCD or Plasma TV screens.
For more information please visit our website www.customdesign.co.uk

Tokyo Corner LCD 3 White / Black
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The multi award winning Concept range are the result of Custom Designs philosophy
to question and challenge it’s own ideas. The ambience created by the spike holders
and isolation spikes reflects the intention, which Custom Design desires to continually
introduce pioneering accessories and materials to the benefits of our customers.
The Concept Hi-Fi range with overall dimensions of 500mm(w) x 400mm(d) are
available in 2 heights, Concept 300 Hi-Fi 600mm high with 210mm spacing and the
Concept 400 Hi-Fi, 690mm high with 155mm spacing.
Available in steel or real wood veneer finish including Mercury, Black, Natural, Oak,
Havana or Black Ash with complimenting crossbar supports and clear or black glass
shelf options, the Concept Hi-Fi range provide modern contemporary aspirations for
presenting specialist hi-fi equipment.

Concept 300 Hi - Fi Black / Black

The principle of the Concept Acoustic range is to prevent resonance transmitting
through the support system. The integration of different materials in proportion
throughout the design absorbs any resonance. The constrained layer dampening
system, or iRAP’s (Isolation, Resonance, Absorbing, Platforms) converts the
energy to negligible heat with their viscoelastic properties. The enhanced
performance improves the dynamics, stereo imaging with an inky blackness
and depth to bass frequencies.

Concept 400 Hi - Fi Oak / Clear

Spike Holders

Concept 400 Acoustic Black / Black
The Concept Plasma range combines the same
fusion of materials and finishes resulting in the same
improved performance for audio visual equipment.
The 6mm glass shelves are 975mm(w) x 370mm(d)
and manufactured to EN 12150-2 standard designed
to support 40kg without compromise and available in
clear or black finish. Shelf spacing of 210mm provide
a finished height of 600mm perfect for presenting LCD
or Plasma TV screens.

www.customdesign.co.uk

Concept 300 Plasma Havana / Black
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Designed by Flipp to celebrate our 20th Anniversary of designing and
manufacturing specialist Hi-Fi and Audio Visual furniture, the Expression
range exemplifies a more traditional design. The Expression Range
combine solid ash hard wood supports, available in Natural, Cherry,
Mahogany or Black, with colour coordinating cover plates, individual to our
philosophy with both fixed and adjustable glass shelving available in clear or
black finish, resulting in a sound solution for presenting hi-fi equipment.
All of the ash hard woods are harvested from professionally managed
forests. With sustained yield techniques more hardwoods have been
grown in the past 30 years than have been harvested. All parcels of
land are managed with continued regeneration of hard wood resources,
proper logging and restoration for long-term utilisation. Custom Design’s
cardboard packaging are manufactured from at least 76% recycled
materials and 100% recyclable.
Expression Hi - Fi 4 Mahogany / Clear

The Expression Hi-Fi Range are available in 2 heights, and Standard or Acoustic
versions. The solid ash hard wood supports with EN 12150-2 toughened safety
glass shelves produce an elegant design for our conservative and traditional
customers.
The Expression Hi-Fi 4 and Hi-Fi XL 4 supports create finished heights of 440mm
and 640mm, with 2 internal, adjustable shelves 465mm(w) x 365mm(d), provide
flexibility for presenting specialist hi-fi separates, additional shelving optional extra.
The top and base glass dimensions are 595mm(w) x 415mm(d), designed to
support 30kg without compromise.

Expression Acoustic Hi - Fi 4 XL Cherry / Clear

The Expression Tri AV Range are a perfectly proportioned design.
The complimenting cover plates create an ambience of prestigious
desirability individual to our design philosophy. Top and base glass
dimensions of 900mm(w) x 490mm(d) utilise corner space to the
maximum with our unique perpendicular shape. The internal adjustable
shelf provides total flexibility with additional shelving optional extra.
Expression Tri AV 3 Black / Black

10mm top and base shelves enable the Expression
AV to support 50kg without compromise. A finished
height of 440mm with an adjustable internal shelf,
895mm(w) x 370mm(d), results in an exceptional
specialist support for presenting LCD or Plasma TV
screens and larger audio visual equipment. Please
visit our website customdesign.co.uk for more
information on all of our furniture ranges.
Expression Plasma AV 3 Black / Black
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Custom Design’s philosophy is to achieve business by a combination of product quality
and development with service success. But we also realise our responsibility to social
and environmental friendly practices are as important. Whether we are designing for
our customers or supplying products to our partners, anywhere in the world, we always
consider the impact on the environment when sourcing our materials using recycled and
recyclable materials is paramount in our determination to reduce our carbon footprint.
The Aspect Hi-Fi Range combines an isolated steel tripod support with real Oak
veneered shelves 550mm(w) x 480mm(d), which incorporate isolating points for the
toughened EN 12150-2 465mm x 365mm x 6mm glass shelves. The combination
results in a lightweight rigid support with sound performance.

Aspect Hi - Fi 3 Oak / Black / Chrome

Aspect Hi - Fi Add On Shelf

The tri pod modular design produces a clean, open and dynamic sound, minimising
influence on your Hi-Fi or Audio Visual equipment. The steel supports are discrete,
available in Chrome, Brushed Chrome, Gold or Black finishes. The M6 isolation
spikes and 15mm real veneered Oak shelves are easily adjustable, enhancing the
performance for your equipment. The performance can be further improved by the
addition of our iRAP system, (Isolation, Resonance, Absorption, Platforms), please
read the review page on our website for more information.
Aspect Hi - Fi 4 Oak / Black / Chrome

Discrete Hi - Fi Add On Shelf

Discrrete Hi - Fi 3 Black / Black

The Discrete Hi-Fi Range are a modern, modular design based upon the philosophy with
which Custom Design has created a unique brand identity. The minimalist design provides a
flexible and practical support for specialist Hi-Fi or Audio Visual equipment.
The flexibility of the design allows additional shelving or a change of spacing on request.
Overall glass dimensions of 525(w) x 400(d) are available in Clear or Black finish and
manufactured to EN 12150-2. A standard shelf spacing of 175mm helps create a
balanced and proportioned hi-fi table, available with complimenting Chrome, Brushed
Discrrete Hi - Fi 4 Chrome / Clear

Chrome, Gold or Black support legs.

www.customdesign.co.uk
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RS 100 and RS 102
The RS 100 and RS 102 Speaker Stand Range are a single and twin

RS 100 Black

column design available in three heights, 510mm(20”), 610mm(24”) and
990mm(39”) with 3mm steel or 6mm clear glass base plinths. Standard
finishes include Mercury and Black with Chrome, Brushed Chrome and
Gold optional extra. The base isolation spikes are supplied as standard.

FS 104 Black

RS 102 Brushed Chrome / Glass
FS 104
The FS 104 Speaker Stand Range are specially manufactured for a more dynamic
performance. Hand made and hand finished by our skilled workforce at Custom Design
they provide a rigid support including 4mm laser precision cut steel plinths connected
by 4 steel supports with welded inserts top and bottom. Designed to be rigid,
lightweight frame, which has the minimal influence on speakers.
FS 104 Signature
The FS 104 Signature Speaker Stand Range include a central column which can be

FS 104 Signature

easily mass loaded with our Inert Filler, 4 satellite columns combine with top and base

Black / Chrome

plinths manufactured from 4mm laser precision cut steel to provide a totally rigid support.
The performance improvements are substantial, tonal balance with precision timing, stage
imaging and separation bring more excitement to your listening experience. Please visit our
website for more information.

Floor Protectors
Floor Protector Range are designed to prevent damage to
wooden floors or laminates from isolation spikes. Options
available include our Floor Protector Range manufactured
from 25mm diameter, solid aluminium or brass. Designed to
create an ambience of prestigious desirability, individual to our
philosophy, finishes include Chrome, Brushed Chrome or Gold.
Available in sets of 4 or 8 these floor protectors add aesthetic
value to any support or speaker stand. The Standard Floor
Protector Range are manufactured from 10mm diameter mild
steel and available in sets of 8 with Black or Polished finish.

RS 200 Mercury

RS 202 Chrome / Glass

RS 200 and RS 202 Range
The RS 200 and RS 202 Speaker Stand Range compliment rigidity with integrity.
50mm diameter columns are available with 3mm steel or 6mm clear glass plinths.
The range includes a single or twin column format with finished heights of 510mm
(20”) or 610mm(24”). Standard colours include Mercury or Black with Chrome,
Brushed Chrome or Gold finishes optional extra.
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RS 203 and RS 204 Ranges
The RS 203 and RS 204 Speaker Stand Range are manufactured
with 50mm diameter steel round supports which can be mass
loaded to maximise performance. Acoustic top supports are
165mm(w) x 180(d) supplied as standard, other sizes available on
request. The RS 203 Range introduces a new tri column and base
isolation format. Standard finishes include Mercury or Black and
the hand-finished ranges combined with M8 fixing bolts provide a
rigid, tonal balanced platform for Speaker stands.

RS 203 Black

RS 204 Black / Glass

RS 300 and RS 302 ranges.
The award winning RS 300 and RS 302 Ranges provide strength and
integrity by combining 76mm steel columns, available in Mercury or
Black finish, with 6mm clear glass or 4mm steel base plinths. The design
provides substantial initial mass, which can be further increased by mass
loading with our Inert Filler. When combined with our Acoustic Top Plates
a huge improvement in performance can be achieved, for more information
please visit our website.

RS 302 Mercury / Glass

RS 303 and 304 Reference Range.
Custom Design’s RS 303 and RS 304 Reference Ranges are the ultimate
in initial and final mass formats, RS 304 Reference supplied with Inert
Filler as standard and available in 510mm(20”) or 610mm(24”) heights.
The tri and quadruple designs are supplied with Acoustic Top Plates and

RS 300 Mercury

available in Mercury or Black finish.
The result is a solid, rigid foundation for stand mounting speakers.

RS 303 Black

Inert Filler.
Support columns are easily mass loaded with our Inert Filler.
The inert material is of a dense consistency, angular shaped with
1mm to 2mm particle size for minimising the presence of voids
also making application simple. Benefits of mass loading speaker
stands can result in a more tonal balance performance with
precision timing. The most apparent benefit can be clarity and
depth particular to bass frequencies.

Inert Filler

RS 304 Reference

www.customdesign.co.uk
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SQ 400 Mercury / Glass
SQ 400 Range
The SQ 400 Speaker Stand Range are manufactured with wood or steel
supports. All of our hardwood designs are harvested from sustainable
professionally managed forests with finishes including Natural, Oak, Cherry,
Mahogany, Walnut and Black. The inert properties of hardwood eliminate
resonance, the steel range are designed with 50mm square columns, which
are easily mass loaded with our Inert Filler.

SQ 400 Black Ash / Glass

SQ 402 Range
The SQ 402 Speaker Stand Range are a twin, square column design, 50mm
steel or 45mm hardwood, available with 4mm steel or 6mm clear glass base
plinths. At 610mm high the SQ 402 range provide an aesthetically pleasing
support with sound performance, which can be further improved by the
addition of our Acoustic Steel Top Plates. The viscoelastic properties convert
resonance energy into negligible heat.
SQ 404 Range
A quad design format which maximises rigidity and the initial mass of the
speaker stand. Acoustic Top plates and Inert Filler are supplied as standard,

SQ 402 Cherry / Black

preventing resonance transmitting through the design and influencing the
performance of your speakers. Top supports are 165mm(w) x 180mm(d)
with a 6mm steel or 8mm clear glass base plinth. The SQ 404 Speaker
Stand Range are available in steel or solid hardwood options, which are

SQ 402 Black

manufactured from fully licensed professionally managed forests.

W.M.B 2 Black / Black
SQ 404 Walnut / Black

W.M.B 1 Acoustic Black / Clear

WMB Range.
The WMB Range provides an alternative solution for our customers with
specific isolation requirements. Hand built by our skilled workforce the
WMB1 and WMB2 are a rigid, discrete steel frame with built in isolation.
The almost fully welded design are capable of supporting 20kg without
compromise, the limiting factor is the type of wall and fixings used. The
SQ 404 Mercury / Glass

465mm(w) x 365mm(d) glass shelves are available in Clear or Black finish
and the Acoustic version is achieved by the addition of an iRAP.
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IRAPs
iRAP ( Isolation-Resonance-AbsorbingPlatform ) are manufactured using Custom
Design’s unique Acoustic Steel with a
ratio of 2:1, which we have found to be
most efficient. Designed to absorb and
convert resonance vibration to negligible
heat, iRAP’s isolate your equipment from the supporting system and equipment. The resulting improvements are
significant; the dynamic range expands with clarity, accuracy and precision timing, more focus to the stereo imaging
with an inky blackness and depth to the bass. Only requiring 15mm of height, available in several sizes as standard,
the iRAP’s make a perfect upgrade for any Hi-Fi system.

Inert Casework Mat
Manufactured from acoustic stainless steel, with the most efficient ratio of 2:1,
the Inert Casework Mat absorbs unwanted resonance in the casework of hi-fi
or audiovisual equipment.
The constrained layer dampening system converts
the unwanted energy to negligible heat through friction.

Inert Turntable Mat.
Designed to dampen resonance vibration caused or effecting your turntable.
Unwanted energy generated by standard metal platters, or the turntable
motor or even sound vibration from speakers can create a clouding affect. The
constrained layer dampening system with a ratio of 2:1 are available in Acoustic
Aluminium or Acoustic Stainless Steel has proven to be the most efficient for
resonance absorption. Please visit our website customdesign.co.uk for more
information.

Isolation Cones.
The Isolation Cones are manufactured from solid aluminium or brass,
available in sets of 3 and finished to Custom Design’s high standards.
Ideal for isolating hi-fi equipment or speakers, at 25mm high the Isolation
Cones can be installed with ease increasing aesthetic value as well as
performance.

DVD Bracket.
Ideal for presenting a centre speaker or audiovisual
equipment the DVD Bracket are a simple solution.
Available in Mercury or Black finish with EN 12105-2
Clear or Black glass shelves, 465mm(w) x 365mm(d)
and designed to support 20kg without compromise,
the limiting factor is the type of wall and fixings used.

Custom Design (Newcastle) Unit 11, Bath Street Industrial Estate, Walker, Newcastle upon Tyne NE6 3PH
Tel: 00 44 (0)191 262 4646
e-mail: sales@customdesign.co.uk
web address: www.customdesign.co.uk

